UP-CLOSE NETWORKING & EXCHANGES at ACRM EXPO

Faculty and schedule subject to change. See the ACRM App & the Online Program for the latest.

PEDIATRICS: “ARE CHILDREN DIFFERENT THAN ADULTS IN (RE)HABILITATION?” THU 26 OCT 9:30 AM - 10:15 AM

JULIET HAARBAUER-KRUPA, PhD, Senior Health Scientist, Division of Unintentional Injury Prevention, Center for Disease Control and Prevention

STACY SUSKAUER, MD, Research Scientist, Brain Injury Recovery, Kennedy Krieger Institute

CRISTINA SADOWSKY, MD, Clinical Director, International Center for Spinal Cord Injury, Kennedy Krieger Institute

ANGELA CICCIA, PhD, CCC-SLP, Associate Professor, Department of Psychological Sciences, Case Western Reserve University

NEURODEGENERATIVE / NEUROPLASTICITY / COMMUNITY-BASED REHABILITATION: “FROM NEURONS TO NEIGHBORHOODS” THU 26 OCT 9:30 AM - 10:15 AM

MARK A. HIRSCH, PhD, Director, Carolinas Rehabilitation, Department of PMR, Carolinas Medical Center

PATRICIA HEYN, PhD, FGSA, FACRM, Associate Professor, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus

MARIE CAVALLO, PhD, CHC, CHPC, Associate Chief Compliance Officer, AHRC New York City

ERWIN E. H. VAN WEGEN, PhD, Associate Professor, Amsterdam University

CVA / BRAIN INJURY / SPINAL CORD INJURY / MILITARY: “ARE THERE GENDER DIFFERENCES IN OUTCOME” FRI 27 OCT 9:30 AM - 10:15 AM

DEBORAH BACKUS, PT, PhD, FACRM, Director of Multiple Sclerosis Research, Shepard Center

PAMELA ROBERTS, PhD, OTR/L, SCFES, FAOTA, CPHQ, FNAP, FACRM, Director and Professor, PM&R Academics, Cedars- Sinai Health System

JANET P. NIEMIEIER, PhD, ABPP (RP), Senior Research Director, Carolinas HealthCare System

AMY WAGNER, MD, Associate Director, PM&R Rehabilitation Research, University of Pittsburgh

COMPLIMENTARY INTEGRATIVE REHABILITATION MEDICINE (CIRM): “LATEST CIRM APPROACHES & RESEARCH IN REHABILITATION” FRI 27 OCT 9:30 AM - 10:15 AM

SONYA KIM, PhD, CRC, BCB, Research Scientist, Clinical Instructor, Department of PM&R, New York University

BARBARA SIMINOVICH-BLOK, MS, Lac, ND, NCCAOM DPL, Clinical Assistant Professor, Department of PM&R, New York University School of Medicine

NICOLE SASSON, MD, Lac, Chief, Clinical Associate Professor, New York University School of Medicine, Rusk Institute

ERIC (RICK) LESKOWITZ, MD, Instructor, Department of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School

“CHAT with the EXPERTS”

Faculty and schedule subject to change. See the ACRM App & the Online Program for the latest.